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Charity Structure

Our structure is one of three trustees with Tony Mckeon also being our 
Chairman.

Paul Benson also our treasurer,

And Tony O'Neil.

Together we decide how to best run the charity in the interest of our local 
residents with children being our primary target. With there being an odd 
number of trustees this helps with the decision making process as there is 
always a majority decision, together we discuss any options presented to the 
charity and discuss the options before voting. 

We decided to have only three trustees at the moment with our recruitment 
process being that we were best suited to people who have been around the 
judo club for some time so therefore know how we are within the community 
and how we work as a judo club within it.

The Years Activities and Objectives 

This year our main objective was to continue with the Community Centres 
works with more being carried out in the last twelve months. We feel we are 
almost ready to poen fully with a few miner tasks to still be completed.

Our secondary aim was to have other groups in the Community Centre using 
it on a regular basis, we have to date had Morris dancers, Aikido, Modern 
Dance, Taikwondo and a Gymnastics group at the centre.

Achievement’s 

This year we have achieved in gathering more momentum within the 
community and currently have hundreds of people coming through the doors 
weekly, we have secured funding from multiple funding organisations and 
have carried out more free judo for schools with the help of one of these 
funding grants, this included twenty children at a time coming to the club and
having twenty lessons and a judo suit to practise in with many of the 
students staying on as full time members.



Finances 

This year we made £10,144 in profit.

We currently have a reserves policy of £3000

Debts this year are at nil 


